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Digital Matters is a free learning platform
Digital Matters is a free learning
platform from online safety experts Internet
Matters – to support primary schools as they teach
the online safety curriculum and media literacy.
To ensure the highest quality we are working with
PSHE Association to fully accredit our lessons,
which have been developed with the expertise of
teachers following the UKCIS Education for a
Connected World Framework.
Covering a range of online safety topics from
cyberbullying to privacy and security, Digital
Matters provides a well-rounded approach to
online safety education for 9–11-year-olds.
Resources include readymade lesson plans,
interactive resources, quizzes and real-life
scenarios, plus printable handouts.
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Visit us here

Developed with insight from teachers and parents
We wanted to create a platform that could meet the
needs of the new online safety requirements in the
curriculum.
Research conducted with teachers and parents
revealed:
•
•

A large variety of resources were being used to
support teaching, but no one tool felt comprehensive
enough to be used alone.
Teachers often struggled to find resources that were
age-appropriate yet impactful enough for the
message to sink in for children.

Using these insights, we created Digital Matters to support
teachers in the classroom, parents at home and students
in their digital journey.
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Teachers specified the following key features for
the platform
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hav e everything in one place to sav e
teachers' time
Be updated regularly and easily
Simulate real life scenarios and make learning
more real for students
Be compatible across devices
Prompt class discussions
Strengthen the link between school and home

Parents said schools were their main source of
online safety adv ice and would be likely to use a
school recommended platform with their children.

There are four modules available at launch
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•

Users can choose different subjects and
lessons

•

Each lesson is split into Interactive Learning
and Once Upon Online

•

Teachers have access to Lesson Resources
with supporting materials, including the
lesson plan and its companion guide

•

Parents can access their Fast Facts in the
same area

•

Each lesson goes through the PSHE
accreditation process

•

New modules will be added over time

The platform is divided into two sections:
Interactive Learning and Once Upon Online

Interactive Learning
Each lesson has three interactive
learning activities to complete alongside the
lesson plan.
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Once Upon Online
Each lesson also has a story-based activity where
children must read the chapter and decide what the
character should do next. Using what they learnt in
the first part of the lesson to get the characters to a
positive end point.

Supporting resources for teachers and parents
For each topic we've created a
teachers pack that contains:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

lesson plan
companion guide
curriculum links
baseline /summativ e assessment
lesson PowerPoint slides
offline worksheet
letter to inform parents

"I found these resources really accessible.
It is well resourced and thoroughly
planned. Really importantly, this is
teaching children how to keep themselves
safe online – which is a vital life skill for the
next generation."
Patrick Winn
Teacher
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Image shows: L to R; Lesson plan, curriculum links document, companion guide and parent support guide

Supporting resources for teachers and parents
Here are examples of the offline worksheets

“Well-planned and
resourced. Clear information on coverage
of national curriculum and education
for a connected world.
I liked all the options given to make the
lessons more interesting.”
Cheryl Brown
Teacher
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Image shows: L to R; Offline documents - baseline assessment, activity sheet, PowerPoint slide and take home sheet

Together you can help us make a bigger impact
Why it's important
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•

The more ways you can help us to showcase the resources, the more
opportunities we’ll have for teachers to utilise the free and interactive
resources with children

•

It enables schools to teach online safety in a digital format via any
device with the added flexibility to deliver offline, adapting to the
needs of the classroom

•

Teachers can also share companion resources with
parents to continue learning at home, supporting a joint approach to
online safety education between teacher and parent

Here's how you can raise awareness of the platform
The aim of this pack is to provide ideas and tools to assist you in promoting the Digital
Matters platform with educators.
Here are some ways in which you can help raise awareness:

Emails/
Newsletters
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Social
Media

Signpost on
your
website

Ideas for
future
collaboration
/activations

Connecting
us with
relevant
contacts

Resources available to share the platform
Full download link here:

Find us on social media:

Social shares and copy

Twitter:
@IM_org
Facebook:
InternetMatters
LinkedIn:
Internet-matters-ltd

YouTube:
internetmatters
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► Charlie Joy| Senior Marketing Executive
Charlie.Joy@InternetMatters.org - 07910202509

► Sheena Peckham | Digital Content Executive

Key
Contacts

Sheena.Peckham@InternetMatters.org - 07548262726

► Kay Martin | Head of Marketing
Kay.Martin@InternetMatters.org - 07766 493369

► Ghislaine Bombusa | Head of Digital
Ghislaine.Bomsbusa@InternetMatters.org - 07815660152
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